ROLLING IN THE DEEP
Adele

Easy Intermediate Line Dance
Music: Amazon Download
Left Foot Lead - Wait about 8 ticks of a clock (start when she sings)

PART A:
(8) 1 Heel Toe Vine DS-H Tch(xf) St-DS-T Tch(xb) St-DS-H Tch(xf) St-DS-RS
    2--
(8) 2 Charleston Brushes DS-R(f)St-R(bk)St-BrSl

PART B:
(4) 2 Kentucky Drags DS-DrSt
    2--
(4) 1 Vine DS(s)-DS(xb)-DS(s)-RS
(8) 1 Cowboy DS-DS-BrSl-DS(xf)-RS-RS-RS
(8) 1 Layover DS-DS(xf)/Brk-(p) St-RS-K(xf)Sl-K(o)Sl-DS-RS

PART C:
(8) 2 Stomp Doubles (p) Sto-DS-DS-RS
(4) 1 Stomp Fancy (p) Sto-DS-T H- T H
(4) 1 Rock Double RS-DS-DS-RS
(2) 2 Runs DS
(8) 2 Stomp Doubles
(4) 1 Stomp Fancy
(2) 2 Rock Steps RS

PART D:
(8) 1 Clogover Vine DS-DS(xf)-DS-DS(xb)-DS-DS(xf)-DS-RS
(4) 2-- 2 Unclogs Sta Sto-Sk Sl
(4) 1 Triple (1/2R) DS-DS-DS-RS

REPEAT A

PART C-1:
(8) 2 Stomp Doubles
(4) 2-- 1 Stomp Fancy
(4) 1 Rock Double

REPEAT D - Twice (3/4R on Triple)

REPEAT B

REPEAT C-1

REPEAT D - Twice (3/4R on Triple)

ENDING:
(2) 1 Cross Pull DS(xf)-Slur Chug/Sl